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A New Year Ahead Of Us
Dear Parishioners,
Within our culture the ‘New Year’ is celebrated in different ways at different times of the
year. For a Christian, officially the New Year of the Church is Advent Sunday on Sunday
3rd December. But for most people they celebrate New Year on 31st December/ 1st
January. Chinese New Year is another different date, and the New Year for students is at
some time in September, so Happy New Year if that involves you - it does involve me!
‘Keep awake therefore, for you do not know on what day the Lord is coming’.
(Matthew 24:42)
Joseph Williamson was born in Liverpool, England in 1769 and he made a fortune as a
tobacco merchant. He was an eccentric well known figure. He was involved in many
charitable enterprises, providing employment to poor, unemployed labourers. Under his
direction long tunnels and chambers were quarried out of stone beneath districts of the
city. He lived partly underground himself; his bedroom was a cave adjoining his house.
Williamson once invited some gentry of Liverpool to dine with him in his house. Many were
curious and accepted and were welcomed into a bare rock chamber. The only furnishings
were long trestle tables and chairs. To the guests dismay the meal was porridge and hard
ship’s biscuits. Some guests were disgusted and left immediately and were seen out. Then
for those who remained Williamson opened a further chamber, richly decorated and
containing a lavish banquet. Amused and greatly heartened the guests ate and drank to
their heart’s content. Advent reminds us that our meeting with Christ may be much sooner
than we think where we can enjoy a wonderful heavenly banquet.
Advent Sunday, the first day of the new Christian year, is not quite the usual New Year but
the churches New Year. Advent is a season of getting prepared for the coming of the baby
Jesus, and for his Second Coming, and for all the hope that this will bring. From Advent
Sunday we will begin to read and study St. Mark’s Gospel for a whole year, interspersed
with other readings around Christmas and Easter. Matthew 24:42 ‘Keep awake therefore,
for you do not know on what day the Lord is coming’. Keep alert, for you don’t know when
God will approach you, for God approaches suddenly and silently, and those who aren’t
ready will miss him.
In the Old Testament Amos sees the day of the Lord as a time of darkness. ‘Why do you
long for the day of the Lord? That day will be darkness not light’ he says in Amos 5:18. But
St. Paul tells us that the time of darkness is nearly over. Since the coming of Jesus
darkness has been banished from the land, and Jesus will reappear in a blaze of glory, not
in darkness. It is time, therefore, for all Christians to emerge from the darkness of their
lives into the light, for only those who live in the light will be able to recognise the Prince of
Light when he comes.

During the four weeks of Advent, we look forward
to the dawn. The first three candles in the Advent
ring are usually purple, the dark colour of night.
But the fourth is often pink, to show the dawn is
rapidly approaching. And the final candle - lit on
Christmas Day is white, to show that the day has
finally dawned. Night has been banished by God
himself coming into our world as a human being.
But we all know that night hasn’t actually been
banished. Even though Jesus was born over
2000 years ago and brought incredible light into our world, we still have darkness and light.
At first glance it may seem that nothing has changed. The answer is that it certainly has
changed, but that the change isn’t yet complete. For many the night has completely gone,
for their lives have changed with the advent of God in their lives, but many other people
don’t yet know the love of God. Our job as Christians is to spread the light. We can only do
that by allowing it to pass through us, so that we shine like beacons in any darkness that
still remains.
We launched a ‘Back to Church Season’ where you were given a pack on Advent Sunday
inviting three people to come to St. Paul’s Cathedral. I hope that you will help in this
important work of pastoral care and mission.
When Jesus finally comes again, that light will be complete, for everyone, everywhere, but
in the meantime it is our task to shine light into many of the dark corners that we find.
Some of those dark corners might be within ourselves, and so we need to open ourselves
more fully to God during this penitential season - so that the light can illuminate our
darkness. If you would like to talk to a priest during this season then please contact Dean
Jeremy or Fr. Kent.
This Advent as we pledge ourselves anew, as we begin a new Christian year, let us clear
our hearts and minds from anything that distract us, and anew ourselves to God and
become like stained glass windows through whom the light shines - and so reveal God
within a very darkened world.
With Best Wishes,

The Very Reverend Jeremy Crocker
Dean of St Paul’s Anglican Cathedral

Praying the Psalms
The psalms, the Old Testament hymnal, is a collection of five books. It is helpful to group
the psalms in the following way:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hymns, in praise of God’s character and deeds.
Community laments, arising out of some natural disaster.
Royal psalms, originating in some special occasion in the life of the reigning king.
Individual laments
Individual thanksgivings

The entire collection encapsulates the religious life of Israel. The psalms make public
much of the inner life of the community of early Israel and stem directly from the actual
worship of that community. They are poetic discourse between Israel and God, who is said
to hear and answer.
The psalms express the whole range of human
feeling and experience, from dark depression to
exuberant joy. Even though they are rooted in
particular circumstances; they are also timeless. In
our modern age we are stirred by the same
emotions, puzzled over the same fundamental
problems of life, cry out in need, or worship, to the
same God, as the psalmists of old. We find it easy to
identify with them.
At the heart of the psalter is the conviction that God is one to whom all can speak.
Countless generations have learned from these prayers, as various experiences have
provided contexts for human understanding and ventures of faithfulness. Over and over
again, readers found their voices, as God’s own voice joined the dialogue.
C.S. Lewis wrote:
The psalms are poems, and poems intended to be sung: not doctrinal treaties, nor
even sermons… They must be read as poems if they are to be understood…
Otherwise we shall miss what is in them and think we see what is not.
Making the psalms a consistent part of our time studying the Bible is enriching and
breathes life into our personal time of prayer and worship.
Using the psalms allocated for the first three Sundays of Advent, I suggest three different
ways in which you can use the psalms to deepen your prayer life.

Context
Advent is a time of waiting and expectation.
We celebrate light in the midst of darkness.
Amidst all the temptations of the consumer
world, we are challenged, during Advent, to
slow down, to focus more on God, to learn to
wait faithfully upon the Lord, to remember our
hope in God, and to be refreshed in that
hope. Constantly throughout Advent we have
before us the command: keep watch and be
ready; as we focus on themes such as
accountability before God, judgement of sin,
and the hope of eternal life. It is a time of
preparation marked by prayer.
Advent I
Psalm 80: 1 – 8
This is a prayer for the restoration of Israel. It is possible that this psalm is after the exile of
the northern kingdom of Israel but before the fall of Jerusalem. Nearing the end of the
psalm, Israel is pictured as a great vine planted by God.
When you read this psalm change all the pronouns to personal pronouns (eg: I, me, my)
Having done this, read the psalm aloud and make it a personal prayer.
Advent II
Psalm 85
This is both a thanksgiving and a prayer. There is praise for God’s forgiveness in the past
and a prayer for restoration in the present. The psalmist is filled with optimism because of
all he knows and has experienced of God’s love and faithfulness. The psalmist is sure that
what God has yet to give will far exceed his past goodness.
Apply this method of praying for Psalm 85
Read aloud – read the psalm slowly and thoughtfully, assenting to what they say with as
much understanding as you have, intellectually and emotionally.
Reflect – one way to understand a psalm’s intent is to read it through the lens of the 3-R’s.
Rejoice
what do I find here that gives me cause to rejoice, to give praise
and thanks?
Repent
what do I read here that brings to light the sin in my life?
Request what in this psalm can inform the way I pray for others and myself?

Advent III
Psalm 126
A psalm often associated with the return from exile and the hardships that followed.
Verses 1-3 express the people’s exuberant joy at God’s blessing. Verses 4-6 express the
need to experience this yet again.
Taking just one verse of the psalm can shape our reflections. Use verse 4 ‘The Lord has
done great things for us, and therefore we rejoiced.’ Repeat this verse over and over
again out aloud. Ponder God’s goodness in your own life; on the many ways he has
blessed you. Allow this verse-repetition to conjure up a personal prayer of thanksgiving.
Sometimes a particular psalm resonates well within our spirit and it is helpful to sit with that
same psalm for a length of time. For example, when I relocated to the UAE I found comfort
and strength in reading daily Psalm 139 out aloud. However the entire psalter is rich with
spiritual food for prayer.
May you enjoy your prayerful journey through the Psalter.
The Reverend Kent Middleton
Assistant Curate

The journey of a thousand miles always starts by taking the first step. Mine began later on in life as an
adult, always was a believer but not to the extent that I am today. It has been approximately two years that
my family and I have been attending Sunday services at St. Pauls Cathedral. During that time with having
an open mind and the Leadership of our Dean Jeremy Crocker, who encouraged me to get confirmed. I
attended a day course on why we get confirmed. This made me want to learn more. So I then attended the
alpha course, that opened up our weekly bible studies with other fellow Christians wanting to learn from
the good book to increase our faith in our daily lives.
Fast forwarding to today, leads us to the Pilgrim course. This course was based on two major teachings.
The first was our lord’s prayer. I was saying the Lord’s Prayer every day. It reached to a point where it
became mechanical, without wanting it to be so in my conversation with god. The pilgrim course broke
down the prayer for me and that helped me grow my understanding why each verse was said, where in the
bile it is relevant and had further understanding of the meaning behind it. And second the Eucharist.
Actually a while back I had questions of my own regarding the topic and I brought them forward to our
Curate Kent Middleton. He explained a few aspects about it, and told me that this will be all explained in
detail during the pilgrim course. In depth and in a theological view, I got to learn about other
congregations, the reason why it is celebrated and the meaning of the concept of ceremony and what it
stands for.
I love attending the courses that my Church hosts because I get to meet and hear stories from other
Christians like my self-wanting to learn more. It increases my faith, creates this big community where all
our faith is built on, love for one another and the love for God.

Talal Sany Kawar

SUNDAY
0930 : Holy Eucharist
(Sunday School in the Hall)
1800 : Evening Prayer (BCP)

MONDAY/TUESDAY/THURSDAY/FRIDAY
0830 : Morning Prayer

MONDAY/WEDNESDAY/FRIDAY
1630 : Evening Prayer

WEDNESDAY
1030 : Holy Eucharist

SATURDAY
1000 – 1200
Bookshop and Thrift Shop Open

FIRST MONDAY OF EACH MONTH
1630 : Guild of St Raphael

FROM THE CURATE’S BOOKSHELF…
From time to time, I would like to take the
opportunity to share with you some of the books that I
have read, and that have made an impact on both
my spirituality and theological reflections.

Jessie Zink, entitled
“Backpacking through the Anglican Communion”.
In this Advent edition, I commend the work of

Jessie Zink, 2014. Backpacking through the Anglican Communion. New York:
Morehouse Publishing.
Current debates and events have brought the
Anglican Communion into headline news;
especially the debates around human
sexuality. There are those who believe that
the only way forward is for the Communion to
split into fractions. However, many remain
optimistic, despite theological differences,
that the Anglican Communion can find unity
within its diversity.
The Anglican Communion is a collection of
independent provinces and churches that
have authority over their own doctrine and
church order, as well as their daily affairs.
Each has its own Canon Law, which is the
body of rules and laws imposed by each
church on its clergy and laity in matters of
faith, morals, and discipline.
Jessi Zink is an Anglican (Episcopalian)
priest, author, and principal of Montreal
Diocesan Theological College. He also has
experience of working as a missionary in
Mthatha, South Africa, where he developed
an interest in critiquing, challenging, and
expanding notions of Christian mission and
evangelism.

His inspiration to write this book is based on an earlier work by Revd. Howard Johnson
(then canon theologian of the Cathedral of St John the Divine, New York) entitled: Global
Odyssey – An Episcopalian’s Encounter with the Anglican Communion in Eighty
Countries. Between 1959 and 1961, Howard set out on one long trip to visit every province
of the Anglican Communion; including 200 000 miles, 730 days, and 294 beds to sleep in.
As the Anglican Communion has both increased in size and changed in diversity, Jessie
Zink decided to revisit Howard’s research between the period January 2010 and July
2011. His extensive travels covered provinces and dioceses in the United States, Great
Britain, Europe, Nigeria, South Sudan, South Africa, and China.
Throughout his novel Zink shows that when conversations about power, history, and
sexuality are undertaken in a spirit of mutuality and trust, they can strengthen, not weaken,
the Anglican Communion.
Many believe that his book is already shaping debates about the future of the Anglican
Communion.
Focusing on the theme, A Search for Unity, this interesting and well-written book presents
vivid slices of Anglican life around the world, argues convincingly that unity is central to the
Communion’s mission, and presents a credible path to achieving that unity in a global
Church.
All this now begs the question, “So what is the way forward from here?”

Anglicans need to begin from a point of what they have and not from a point of what they
desire. The richness of Anglican theology, both the understanding of it and identity in it, is
enriched through the lens of scripture, tradition, and reason. It is here that both Catholic
and Protestant can co-exist in bonds of affection, and hold in tension their theological
differences. The Instruments of Unity (Archbishop of Canterbury, Lambeth Conference,
Primates Meeting, Anglican Consultative Council) are in themselves a unifying factor.
Even though they hold no legal and executive power within the Communion, what they
represent is far greater – a shared goal and identity.
If Anglican history has taught anything it is that ways of being
Church are never static but always evolving as people grow and
develop. Anglican need to agree to go on talking to each other
about matters that divide them and to do so honourably and
straightforwardly. They are to help one another to live toward
their common need of God, and their joint search for God in the
myriad ways they can walk together, talk together, discern
together, discover together, and celebrate together. It is in this
diversity and comprehensiveness that the Anglican Communion
can begin to find its unity.

PRAYER REQUESTS
Please remember in your daily prayers those in our Cathedral Community who have
asked for our intercessions:

Marie Hadjipavlou, Signe Johansen and family, Matthew Kallonas,
Paddy and Pauline Feeney, Katherine Lee Butler, Ryan, Thanos,
Jean, Bernadette, Andrew Storer, Yolanda, Samuel Simpson, Alexa
Opdyke, Zelda Montgomery, Mette Schmidt, Jean Kallonas, Revd.
Robin Brookes, Barrett Drye, Marcos, Heather Rogers, Nick Adams,
Shaun, Rev. Fr. Antonios Atiya, Len Rodgers, Evi Michaelides, Joyce,
Kirsty, Cole Atkins, Kornelia, George, Raymond Panay, Jean Alonzo,
Yiannis, Minas Demetriou, Mac McClean, Elizabeth, Christine
Evangelou, Paul & Lisa Jensen Hengstler, Kevin, Andreas Papapavlou, James Gibbs,
Daniel, Barry Hall, James Riddell, Nassim Salib, Samir Gabriel, Andrew and Alexandra,
Lillian, Wendy Foulger, Martin Clarke, Brian Doble, Anne Collier, Estelle Gray, Bob Miller,
John O’Connor, Nathan, Mike Richardson, Carol Scott, Sylena.
Pray also for our Prayer Partners:

St Christopher’s Cathedral, Bahrain: together
with the Dean, The Very Revd. Christopher Butt,
and all the faithful.

St Andrew’s Cathedral, Thika: together with
the Provost, Father Joseph, and all the faithful.

Complimentary first counselling consultation
If you are curious about counselling, I offer a free 30 minute session in order for us
to meet each other and discuss your needs. This is an opportunity for you to ask
questions, tell me about yourself and what is troubling you. I will have questions of
my own to help us work out if we can work together. We can go through the reasons
you are considering counselling and what you need from a counsellor.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Sue Lartides
99622504
QUIZ NIGHT – Agnete Cleave

CAR BOOT SALE – Pat Reeves

We try to have two Quiz nights every year as part of
our fundraising schedule. As everyone should know,
our church is totally self funded, which means we
have to raise money from various activities. The Book
Shop, The Thrift Shop, renting out the hall, renting out
parking spaces, Swimathon, and The May Faye are the
main activities that help us balance our budget.

As the saying goes one man’s junk is another man’s
treasure. Chamber’s dictionary defines a junk shop as
place for discarded, useless and abandoned wares, for
junk shop read CAR BOOT SALE!

This quiz went very well. We had 7 tables. The
atmosphere was jolly and the quiz master Bob Miller
set an upbeat tone right from the beginning. Each table
had a name. Bob had prepared 8 rounds of 10
questions each. Upon arrival people stocked up on
wine/beer/coffee/soft drinks at the bar and coffee
table. Mini pizzas and delicious homous as well as
nuts, crisps and pop corn were placed on the tables. At
half time platefulls of delicious sandwiches filled with
egg and tuna mixture as well as cheese and Branston
pickle were carried in and people could socialize and
have a good time. The competitive feeling kept rising
as the result of each round was announced. The
winning team got chocolate bars for each member.
We also had a raffle and the star prize of a super
hamper was won by Pat and Colin, who at first wanted
to give it back but everyone agreed that they had
deserved the prize.
The evening raised €500, which was a good result
given the number of people. Everyone loved Doris'
homous. Talal was like a professional waiter carrying
trays of food, never going empty handed. Thanks also
to John Baker and Sandra. The sound system started
acting up and Nelson arrived, like a doctor paying a
house call, and fixed it.

After several days of uncertain weather it was with
much relief for all concerned that Saturday 4th
November dawned sunny and warm for the much
anticipated CAR BOOT SALE at St Paul’s ably
organised by Sylvia Smith.
Prospective stall holders are requested to arrive no
more than an hour before the appointed opening time
of 2.00pm but as usual those eager to obtain a ‘prime
position’ began arriving at 12.30.
Although the primary objective of the event is that of
fundraising for both stall holders and the church, it
generates much interest and awareness from the local
multinational community and many visitors like to
stop to chat and relax over a cuppa, as well as find the
‘bargain of the century’ to take home. The Cathedral
benefits principally from stall rentals and on this
occasion it was about 500 euros, possibly a record!
Thanks must go to Sylvia again who has promoted
these events tirelessly over many years. Already there
have been requests for another CAR BOOT SALE and
if we can ‘twist her arm perhaps she will arrange
another early in the New Year, so start gathering your
unwanted goods, clothes and bric-a brac in readiness.
See you there!

If you would like to contribute an article in one of our Epistle editions,
then please send an email to:
Father Kent Middleton

kentjwlmiddleton@gmail.com

St. Paul’s Cathedral Nicosia

An artistic design of the Lord’s Prayer in Arabic

REGULAR ACTIVITIES OF OR AT THE CHURCH DURING THE WEEK

Contact Person
SUNDAY
1500 to 1700 Nicosia Kids Church (Joint venture with NIC)

Dean Jeremy 22 677897

MONDAY
1630 1st Monday of each month, St. Raphael Healing Service
1600 to 1800 Counselling/Psychotherapy Sessions
1600 to 1800 Afternoon Babies and Toddlers Group

Dean Jeremy 22 677897
Sue Lartides 99 622504
Vipar 99 894042

WEDNESDAY
0930 to 1130 Babies and Toddlers Group
0900 to 1300 Counselling/Psychotherapy Sessions
1500 to 1600 Rainbows: 5-7 years
1500 to 1630 Brownies: 7-10 years
1630 to 1800 Guides: 10+ years
1630 to 1800 (fortnightly) Senior Section
1930 Home Group Bible Study

Viper 99 894042
Sue Lartides 99 622504
Louise Hall 96 338106
Donna Koulinos 99 623740
Ellie Hart 96 693884
Amanda Eliades 99 663553
Jeanne/Nigel 22 334090

THURSDAY
1830 to 1930 Choir Practice
1515 to 1730 Slimming World in the Hall

Valerie Fidelia 99 805332
Christiana 95 124271

FRIDAY
1000 ‘Women of Worth’ Bible Study Group
1515 to 1845 Children’s French Classes
1800 to 2000 every last Friday of the month ‘Kids Movie Night’

Linda Vrahimis 99 870654
Natalie Ioannides 99 425125
Dean Jeremy 22 677897

SATURDAY
1000 to 1200 Book Shop and Thrift Shop

Agnete Cleave 99 823785

